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INTRODUCTION
An orthogonal design of order n and type (S1' ... , Sl) (Si > 0)
on the commuting variables Xl' ... , XI is an n x n matrix A with entries from
{O, ±Xl , ... , ±XI} such that

DEFINITION

AAt =

Ctl

Sixr}n.

(*)

Alternatively, the rows of A are formally orthogonal and each row has precisely
Si entries of the type ± Xi'
Remark A may be considered as a matrix with entries in the field of
quotients of the integral domain Z[X1' ... , Xl]' Thus we obtain
AtA

=

(.±

Sixr)In

1=1

and so our alternative description above applies equally well to the columns
of A.
Orthogonal designs of special type have been extensively studied, and it is
the existence of these special types that has motivated our study of the general
problem of the existence of orthogonal designs.
This paper is organized in the following way. In the first section we give
some easily obtainable necessary conditions for the existence of orthogonal
designs of various order and type. In Section 2 we briefly survey the examples
of such designs that we have found in the literature. In the third section we
describe several methods for constructing orthogonal designs. In the fourth
t The research of this author was supported in part by the National Research Council of
Canada under grant 8488.
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section we obtain some sharper necessary conditions for the existence of
orthogonal designs. In the fifth section we apply the results obtained to
calculate designs of small order and also improve some of the results of[I4].
We conclude this paper with a collection of open questions and conjectures.

1. SOME EXISTENCE THEOREMS

In this section we shall describe some necessary conditions for the existence
of an orthogonal design. The most fundamental restriction concerns the
maximum number of variables that can occur in an orthogonal design of
order n. It is an immediate consequence of a theorem of Radon [8].
DEFINITION Let n = 2a . b, b odd, and write a = 4c + d where 0 :::;; d < 4.
Radon's function is the arithmetic function
pen) = 8c + 2d.
Note pen) = n iff n = I, 2, 4, 8. p(l6) = 9, and in general p(2 a . b) =
p(2a) if b is odd.
THEOREM 1 Let A be an orthogonal design of order n and type (Sl, ... , sz) on
the variables Xl' ... , XI' Then I :::;; pen).
Proof Write A = A 1 x 1
of order n. Now
AAt

=

+ ... + A/x/

(± SiXf)I~ ~

AiAl

where Ai are (0, 1, - 1) matrices

= sJno

i = 1, 2, ... , 1,

i= 1

and AiA; + AjA; = 0 for i #- j. If we replace Ai by the real matrix (l/v!Si)Ai =
B i, then the Bi are real orthogonal matrices satisfying BiB; + BjBi = 0 for
i #- j, and Radon has shown that there do not exist more than pen) such
real matrices. This completes the proof.
So, with the initial limitations of this theorem in mind we propose as a
problem finding all orthogonal designs of order n. We note that this theorem
gives only a weak necessary condition and that conditions for sufficiency are
far deeper.
To consider further the question of necessity we introduce weighing
matrices.
DEFINITION A weighing matrix of weight k and order n, is a (0, 1, - 1)
matrix, A, of order n satisfying
AAt = kIn.
We shall denote such a matrix by Wen, k). Thus, our definition of an
orthogonal design could be reformulated in terms of the existence of certain
weighing matrices satisfying the equation Xyt + YX t = 0 in pairs.
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Ifn is odd then p(n) = 1 and Theorem 1 shows we can only find designs on
one variable. However, as observed above, finding an orthogonal design of
order n and type (s) is equivalent to finding a W(n, s).
If n is odd the type of a design is severely restricted as we have:
PROPOSITION 2

Ifn is odd and a W(n, s) exists, then s is a square.

Proof If A is a W(n, s) i.e. AAt = sIn> then the proposition follows
immediately from the observation that det A must be an integer.
We note that a W(5, 4) does not exist but a W(13, 9) does. (We shall
exhibit the W(13, 9) later.) Thus, Proposition 2 is a weak necessary condition.
In fact, the existence question for weighing matrices of odd order has some
very interesting consequences. We shall discuss this further in Section 4.
Ifn == 2(mod 4) we have p(n) = 2 and so we need only consider orthogonal
designs on :::::; 2 variables. The following proposition is relevant.
PROPOSITION 3 [9)
two squares.

If n

== 2(mod 4) and A is a W(n, k) then k is a sum of

COROLLARY If n == 2(mod 4) and A is an orthogonal design of order nand
type (Sl' Sl) then Sl' Sz and Sl + Sl must each be the sum of two squares.
Proof If A is an orthogonal design of order n and type (Sl' Sl) on the
variables Xl' Xl then we have noted that this implies the existence of a
W(n, Sl) and W(n, Sl), thus by Proposition 3, Sl and Sl are each a sum of two
squares. Now, if we set Xl = Xl = 1 in A then A becomes a W(n, Sl + sz),
and so again, by Proposition 3, Sl + S2 is a sum of two squares.
Finally if n == O(mod 4) then p(n) ~ 4. It is in these orders that questions
of necessary conditions for the existence of orthogonal designs become more
delicate. If n = 2t for any integer t, we have been unable to find any condition
(apart from Theorem 1) which precludes the existence of an orthogonal
design of order n. If n = 4t, where t is odd, we have had some success in
finding some necessary conditions which assert the nonexistence of designs
of order n (see Section 4). However, if n = 8t, t odd, we have been unable to
eliminate any I-tuple (sl' ... , s,), (where I:::::; 8 and ~l=l Si :::::; n) as the type
of an orthogonal design of order n.

2. KNOWN CLASSES OF ORTHOGONAL DESIGNS
Baumert-Hall arrays

Let n = 4(, ( odd, then p(n) = 4. The Baumert-Hall arrays are orthogonal
designs of order n and type (t, t, t, t). These exist for a large number of odd t
and it has been conjectured that they exist for all odd t.
For a discussion of these arrays see [16; Part 4, Chapter VII).
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Designs of type (1, 1, ••• , 1 )

Let n be any integer. In [2] it was shown that there is an orthogonal design
of order n and type (1, 1, ... , 1) on the variables Xl' ••• , xP(n).
Plotkin's array

Let n = St, t odd, then pen) = S. A Plotkin array is an orthogonal design of
order n and type (t, t, t, t, t, t, t, t). If t = 1 such an array is a classical one
derived from the multiplication of the Cayley numbers. Plotkin has exhibited
such an array for t = 3 [7]. These appear to be the only such arrays (for todd)
in the literature. It would be interesting to have more.
In his paper [7] Plotkin also proves the following about orthogonal designs:
in our terminology, he shows that ifn is the order of an Hadamard matrix then
a) there is an orthogonal design of type

(i, ~) on the variables

b) There is an orthogonal design of order 2n and type

Xl' Xl.

(2' ~, ~,i),

and

.
(n n n n n n n n)
c) an orthogonal deSign of order 4n and type 2' 2' 2' 2' 2' 2' 2' .2 .

Plotkin makes the very strong conjecture that every Hadamard matrix of
order Sn can be obtained from specializing some orthogonal design of order
Sn and type (n, n, n, n, n, n, n, n), i.e. every Hadamard matrix of order Sn
may be obtained frbm an orthogonal design of the order and type above by
setting the variables all equal to 1.
Designs on one variable

As we have noted these are weighing matrices. It has been conjectured
[14] that weighing matrices Wen, k) exist for every k ~ n when n == O(mod 4).
(This includes the Hadamard conjecture: that for n == O(mod 4) there exists
a Wen, n) for all integers n ~ 4.) This conjecture has been verified for n = 21
[4] and for n E {12, 20, 24, 2S, 32, 40} [14].
3. PROLIFERATING ORTHOGONAL DESIGNS
LEMMA 4 If A is an orthogonal design of order n and type (Sl' ... , Sf) on the
variables Xl' ••• , X/ then there is an orthogonal design of order n and type
(Sl' ... , Si + Sj' ... , Sf) on the I - 1 variables Xl' ••• , Xi' ... , Xl.
COROLLARY 1 For any integer n, an orthogonal design of order n and type
(Sl' ... , Sf) exists ifL!=l Si ~ pen) and so ifn = 2,4, S orthogonal designs of
order n and any type exist.
Proof The proof follows by using the designs of type (1, 1, ... , 1) in the
previous section.
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COROLLARY 2 If n = 4t and there exists a Baumert-Hall array of order 4t,
then there exist orthogonal designs of order n and type
(t), (2t), (3t), (4t), (t, t, 2t), (t, 2t), (t, 3t)
(t, t, t), (t, t), (2t, 2t)

Proof These designs result from setting the variables in the Baumert-Hall
array equal to each other or to O.
5 If A is an orthogonal design of order n and type (Sl' ... , Sl) on
Xl' ... , XI' then there exists an orthogonal design of order mn and of type
(Sl' ... , Sl) on Xl' ... , XI for any integer m ;;:. 1.
LEMMA

6 Let AI, ... , As be matrices of order m satisfying
i) AiAl = aim
i = 1, ... , s,
(i "# j),
ii) AiAj + AjAl =
and let N l , . . . , NI be matrices of order n satisfying
i = 1, ... , I,
PROPOSITION

°

i "# j.

iv) NiNj = NjNl

Then if Bl = Al ® Nk1> ... , Bs = As ® Nks(k i E {I, ... , I}, k i not necessarily distinct), we have
a) BiBI
b) BiBj

=

aibk/nm,
+ BjBI =

°

i "#j.

Proof By straightforward verification.
COROLLARY If A is an orthogonal design of order n and type (Sl' ••• , Sl) then
there exists an orthogonal design of order 2n and type (ll l S I , 1l 2 S2 , ••• , Il ISI),
Ili = 1 or 2.

Proof Let Nl =

[~ ~J

and N2 =

G _~J. and let A l , ... , AI be the

n x n matrices given by the existence of A. We now use these matrices in
the Proposition above.

7 Let F l , F2, ... , Fr be weighing matrices of order nand
weights Sl' S2, ... , Sr (Sk ;;:. 0, 1 ~ k ~ r) where
a) Fl is skew-symmetric and Fi is symmetric, for all i > 1.
b) FiFj = FjFffor aliI ~ i,j ~ r.

PROPOSITION

Let m be any integer for which p(m) ;;:. r. Then there is an orthogonal design of
order mn and type (1, Sl' ... , sr) on the 1 + r variables x o, Xl' ... , x r.
Proof Let D be an orthogonal design of order m and type (1, 1, ... , 1)
on the variables Zl' Z2, ... , zP(m) as described in Section 2. Set Zl = xoI +
xlFl and Zj = XjFi1 ~ j ~ r) and set all the remaining variables (if any)
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equal to the zero matrix. The resulting matrix, of order mn, is the required
design since ZiZ] = zA for 1 ~ i, j ~ p(m).
Remarks Note that F l , ... , Fr may all be chosen to be the same matrix.
If r ~ 4 the matrices xoT + xlFl , x 2 F 2 , X3F3' X4F4 may be used in any
Baumert-Hall array; while if r ~ 8, these matrices, along with xsFs, X6F6'
X7F7' xsFs may be used in any Plotkin array.
DEFINITION The I x I matrices Wand M are called amicable Hadamard
matrices if
i) W = I + S where st = - Sand M = Mt are both Hadamard matrices
i.e. weighing matrices of weight I, and
ii) WMt = MWt.
These pairs of matrices exist for many orders (see [16; Part 4, Chapter II]
for a thorough discussion and also [15] for more recent results).
COROLLARY 1 Let Wand M (as above) be amicable Hadamard matrices of
order I and let n be any integer. Then there is an orthogonal design of order nl
of type (1, I - 1, I, I, ... , I) on the variables x o, Xl' Xl, ... , XP(n)'
COROLLARY 2 If there is a Baumert-Hall array of order 4n and amicable
Hadamard matrices oforder I then there is an orthogonal design of order 4nl and
of type (n, n(1 - 1), nl, nl, nl).

3 Let A l , ... , As be an n x n (0, 1, -1) matrices as in Proposition 6. Let W = I, + Sand M be amicable Hadamard matrices of order I.
Then

COROLLARY

Bl = Al ® I" Bl = Al ® S, B3 = Al ® M, ... , Bs+1 = As ® M
are matrices of order nl which give an orthogonal design of type (al' a l (l - 1),
all, ... , a,1) on the variables Xl' ... , Xs' Xs+1'
COROLLARY 4 Let W, M be amicable Hadamard matrices of order I. If there
is a Plotkin array of order 8n then there is an orthogonal design of order 8nl
and type (n, n(1 - 1), nl, ... , n/) on the variables Xl' Xl, X3, ... , Xg.
The following results are well known but we do not know their first
appearances.
PROPOSITION 8 Suppose there exist two circulant matrices A, B of order n
satisfying AA t + BBt = fIn. Then

[_

~t ~ tJ

is a W(2n,J)

when A, Bare (0, 1, -1) matrices and an orthogonal design of order 2n and
type (Sl' Sl, ... , S,) on Xl' ... , X, when f = ~l= 1 SiXf.
Proof Straightforward verification.
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Suppose there exist two circulant matrices A, B of order n

AAt + BBt = fIn.
Further suppose that R is the back diagonal matrix. Then
G = [_

~R ~RJ

is a W(2n,J)

when A, Bare (0, 1, -1) matrices and an orthogonal design of order 2n and
type (Sl' S2, ... , Sl) on Xl'··.' Xl whenf= ~!=l SiXf.
Proof A straightforward verification.
Remark We note here that these propositions remain true if A and Bare
type 1 matrices and R is an appropriately chosen matrix. (See [16; Part 4,
Chapter I] for a discussion of these matrices which generalize the notion of a
circulant matrix.) A similar remark holds for Constructions 10-16.
DEFINITION We say that the weighing matrix W = W(2n, k) is constructed
from two circulant matrices M, N of order n, if

W=

[_~ ~tJ.

CONSTRUCTION 10 Suppose there is an Wen, k) constructed from two
circulant matrices M, N of order ni2 with the property that M * N = 0
(* denotes Hadamard product). Then A = xlM + X2N, B = xlN - X2M
may be used in Proposition 9 to obtain an orthogonal design of order nand
type (k, k) on Xl' X2.

Proof Is a straightforward verification. One need only observe that
since M, N are circulant MR, NR are back circulant; and if X is circulant and
Yis back circulant then Xy t = yxt.
CONSTRUCTION 11 Suppose there exist Wen, k i), i = 1, 2, constructed from
circulant matrices M i , N i, i = 1, 20fordern/2 where Ml * M2 = Nl * N2 = 0
and MlM~ + M2Mtl = NlN~ + N2NI = 0, then
A = x1M l + x 2M 2,
B = xlNl + X2N2
may be used in Proposition 9 to give an orthogonal design of order n and type
(kl' k 1 ) on the variables Xl' X2.
LEMMA]2

If

N - [ xlA l + x 2A 1
(x l A3 + X2 A 4)RJ
-(XlA3 + X2A4)R (xlAl + X2 A 2)
is an orthogonal design of type (Sl' S2) where Ai' i = 1,2,3,4, are (0,1, -1)
matrices which are circulant and AiJ = YiJ, (J is the matrix of ones), i = 1, ... ,
4, Then
4

L
i=l

yf =

Sl

+ S2·
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Proof By definition,
(xlAl

+ x2A2)(XIA~ + x2A~) + (xIA3 + X2A4)(XIA3 + X2 A S
= (SIX! +

So,
xi(A IAtl + A3A~) + X~(A2A~
and setting Xl = X2 = 1 we have

+ A4A~)

= (SIX!

s2xDl.

+ s2xDI

4

L1 AjAl =

(Sl

+ s2)/.

j=

Post multiplying by J gives (y! + ... + y~)J = (Sl + S2)J.
Remark This lemma shows that for order N = 2n, n odd, this method
can only construct orthogonal designs of order 2n and type (1, s) when s is a
square. For under those circumstances we may assume Al = I, A2 = -A~
is circulant, and A3 = O. Hence Yl = 1, Yz = 0 (since n is odd), and Y3 = O.
Thus 1 + y~ = 1 + s. So, for example, this method could not be used to
construct an orthogonal design of type (l, 8) in order 2n, n odd. In fact we
had shown that type (1, 8) in order 10 is impossible by any method, although
this was not precluded by our original considerations.
This suggests the following conjecture:
If n == 2(mod 4) there does not exist a (0, 1, -1) matrix X of order n such
that X = - X t and XX t = kIn unless (possibly) if k is a square. We verify
this conjecture in Section 4.
THEOREM 13 (Goethals and Seidel, see [16, p. 355]). Suppose there exist four
circulant matrices A, B, C, D of order n satisfying
AAt + BBt + CC + DDt = fIn.
Let R be the back-diagonal matrix. Then
BR
CR
DtR -CR
A
BtR
-CR -DtR
A
A
• -DR
CR -BtR
is a W(4n,f) when A, B, C, Dare (0,1, -1) matrices, and an orthogonal
design of order 4n and type (Sl' S2' ... , s/) on Xl' X2, ... , XI when

GS ~ [-~R

DR]

I

f

=

L SjX;'
j=l

Further GS is skew or skew-type if A is skew or skew-type.
We shall, of course, try to use Theorem 13 to construct orthogonal designs,
but we first remark on the limitations of this method.
LEMMA 14 Let A j, i = 1,2,3,4 be circulant matrices of order n where
itl AjAl

= (tl Sj X 3}n.
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Suppose Ai = :E~=l XjAij and that AijJ = YijJ. Then

Jlltl y~) jtl
=

Sj'

Proof See Lemma 12 above.
Remark If we have four circulants AI' A 2, A 3 , A4 such that :Et= I AiAf
+ sxDI", n odd, then s must be the sum of three squares. For we may
assume Al = xII + X2A12, A2 = X2A22, A3 = X2 A 32 and A4 = X2 A 42'
Then, by Lemma 14 we have 1 + yi2 + y~2 + y~2 + yj2 = 1 + s. But
Al2 = -Ah and the order of A12 is n (odd). So Y12 = 0, and consequently
s is a sum of three squares. We note that no s of the form 4a(8b + 7) can be
written as the sum of three squares [6].
This remark led us to conjecture that if n = 4t, t odd and X = - Xl is a
W(n, k) then k must be the sum of three squares. We verify this conjecture also
in Section 4.
= (xi

CONSTRUCTION 15 Suppose there exist W(n, k i), i = 1,2 constructed from
circulant matrices M i, N i , i = 1, 2 of order n12. Then there exists an orthogonal
design of order 2n and type (kl' k 2).
Proof Set A

=

XIMl' B = XINl' C

=

x 2M 2, D

=

X2N2 in Theorem 13.

CONSTRUCTION 16 Suppose there exist orthogonal designs Xl, X 2 of order 2n
and type (SI1' Si2, ... , Sim) on the variables Xi1' Xi2, ... , x im" i = 1,2 each of
which is constructed by using Proposition 9. Then there exists an orthogonal
design of order 4n and type (Sl1' S12, •.• , slm1' S21' S22, ... , S2m) on the
variables x 11 , xu, ... , Xlm1 ' X21 ' X22 , ••• , X2m 2 '
Proof Let Ai> Bi be the matrices used in Proposition 9 to form the
orthogonal design Xi' Then use At, B t , A 2, B2 in the Goethals-Seidel array
to get the result.

DEFINITION An L-family of order n is a collection of n x n matrices
L t , L 2, ... , Lk satisfying the follOWing properties:

i)
ii)
iii)

L~ =

-L;

Li = Lk
LjL~ = j/

iv) LiLL = LkLI

l~i~k-l

1

~j ~

k

l~i~k-l.

THEOREM 17
a) If there is an L-family of order n having k members then there is an Lfamily of order 2n having 2k members.
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b) Ifn = 2t then there is an L-family of order n having n members.
Proof (b) follows from (a) and the observation that

A =

[_~~],

H =

D -~J

is an L-family of order 2.
To prove (a) we let L I , ... , Lk be an L-family of order n and define L 1, L 2,
... , L k, ... , L2k to be matrices of order 2n where

- = LO'
rL-

Lj

0]
Li

- [0

Lk =

-Lk

for 1 ~ i ~ k - 1

LokJ

Lk+i =

[_~~ ~:J

L2k =

[~: -~:J.

for 1

~i~k

- 1

and

It is an easy verification that L 1 ,
CONSTRUCTION

RRt = rIm sst

••• ,

L2k is an L-family of order 2n.

18 Let R, S be (0, 1, - 1) matrices of order n satisfying
-s and RS t = SRt. Then

= sIn' Rt = -R, st =

xII + x 2R X3 I + X4s1
[ -X3I + X4S xII - x2R.
is an orthogonal design of order 2n and type (1, r, I, s).
Proof Straightforward verification.
CONSTRUCTION 19 Let P, Q, R, H be (0, 1, - 1) matrices of order n satisfying
pt = _P, Qt = _Q, Rt = -R, Ht = Hand MNt = NMt for M,NE
{P, Q, R, H}. If ppt = pIn> QQt = qIm RRt = rIn and HHt = hIn then

xlIn +
-X3 In +
[ -XSIn +
-X7 H

X2 P
x 4Q
X6 R

x3 In +
xlIn X7 H
-XSIn +

x 4Q
x 2P
X6 R

xSIn + X6 R
-X7H
Xl In - X2 P
X3In - X4Q

X7 H
XSIn +
-X3 In xIIn +

1

X6 R
x 4Q
X2 P

is an orthogonal design of order 4n and type (1, p, 1, q, 1, r, h).
Remark We note that if there are amicable Hadamard matrices A, B of
order n where A = In + C, C = _C t , then P = Q = R = C and H = B
may be used in Construction 19. Also, if there is an L-family of order n then
we may choose P = Q = R to be any member of the L-family (except the
final member) and H equal to the final member and use them in Construction
19.
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20 For n = 2 the following pairs of matrices may be used in
Construction 19 (by choosing P = Q = R to be the first member of the pair and
H to be the second).

CONSTRUCTION

{[ ~ ~J,

[~ ~J}

and {[

J, [: ~J} .

~ ~

CONSTRUCTION 21 For n = 4, the following triplets of matrices may be used
in Construction 19 (where P, Q, Rare chosen from among thefirst two members
of the triplet and H is chosen as the last member).

Let At

A4

=

[_~ ~J.

=

A2

=

[~ -~J.

A3

=

[~ ~J.

=

12

[~ ~J

and

G - ~J. then

I. {At ® A 2, (A2 ® 12)

+ (A4

® At), A4 ® A 2}·

II. {At ® A 2, A4 ® At, A4 ® A 2}·

III. {At ® A 2, (At ® 12) + (A4 ® At), (A3 EB A 2) +

+ (Al

® At)}.

+ (A4 ® At),
+ (/2 ® A 3) + (At

® A l )}.

(/2 ® A 3)

IV. {(/2 ® At)

+ (Al

® A 3), (At ® 12)
(A3 EB A 2)

V. {Al ® A z , (Al ® I z)
VI. {(J2 ® A l )

+ (Al

+ (A4 ®

A l ), (A2 ® I z) + (A3 ® A 2),
(/2 ® A 3 ) + (Al ® At)}.

® A 3), (Al ® 12)
(A3 ® A 2)

+ (A4 ® At), (A2 ® 12) +
+ (Iz ® A 3) + (At ® A l )}.

(where EB denotes direct sum and ® denotes the Kronecker product).
CONSTRUCTION

equation Xyt
I. X=

II.X=

22 The following pairs of orthogonal designs satisfy the

= YX t,

[Xl

X2

y = [ Yl

X2],

X3
X3 -X3 ,
X3
X3 -Xl -X2
X3 -X3
X2 -Xl

[X'
X,Xl
-X2

Y2]

-Yz Yl

-Xt

X']

Y2 Y3

Y =

[ y, -Yl Y3 -Y3
Yz
-Y3 -Y3
-Y3 Y3

Y']

Y2
Yl
Yt -Y2
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If there is an orthogonal design of order n and type (S1' S2) then
i) there is an orthogonal design of order 2n and type (S1' S1' S2, S2)
ii) there is an orthogonal design of order 4n and type (S1> S1, 2s1 , S2, S2, 2s2).

COROLLARY

4. SOME MORE NECESSARY CONDITIONS
PROPOSITION

23

Ifn is odd then a necessary condition that Wen, k) exist is that
(n - k)2 - (n - k)

+2 >

n.

Proof We have already noted that k must be a square. We consider two
cases:
Case 1 k even.

We may as well assume the first row of A is
[1 ... 1 0 ... 0].
k

n-k

Since n is odd and k is even, n - k is odd. Since every row contains an even
number of nonzero entries and an even number of nonzero entries must
appear under the 1's of the first row we find that there must be an odd number
of zeroes (and hence at least one) under the zeroes of the first row. Thus, if
there are (n - k)(n - k - 1) + 2 rows then at least one of the last n - k
columns contains more than n - k zeroes. Thus, in order that Wen, k) exist
we must have (n - k)(n - k - 1) + 2 > n.
Case 2 k odd.

As in Case 1, we may assume the first row is
[1 ... 1 0 ... 0].
k

n-k

Since k is odd, 11 - k is even. But, any other row must have an even number
of nonzero elements under the k ones of the first row. This leaves an odd
number of nonzero elements to go in the last n - k columns. Thus, there
must be at least one zero in every row among the last n - k columns. The
argument now proceeds as in Case 1. So, we conclude that Wen, k) does not
exist if n ~ (n - k)2 - (n - k) + 2.
Remark We conclude from this theorem that W(5, 4), Well, 9), W(l9, 16),
W(29,25), W(36,41) etc. do not exist. This does not cover W(13,9) or
W(31, 25), ... , W(lll, 100) among others.

We are indebted to Professor David Gregory for the construction of
W(13, 9) which we exhibit below.
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0
0
0
0
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+

000
+++
+++

+++
000

0+- +-0
0+- -0+
0+- 0+-0+ +-0
-0+ -0+
-0+ 0++-0 +-0
+-0 -0+
+-0 0+-

+++
+++

000
000
+-0 +-0
-0+ -0+
0+- 0+0+- -0+
+-0 0+-0+ +-0
-0+ 0+0+- +-0
+-0 -0 +,

We have also been able to construct a circulant W(l3, 9). It's first row is
[0 0 I 0 -1 I 1 1 1 0 -1 1 -1].
The "boundary" values from this Proposition are of special interest, i.e.
if n = (n - k)2 - (n - k) + 1. An inspection of the proof shows that if a
Wen, k) exists for such an nand k then the incidence of zeroes between any
two rows is exactly one. So, if we let A = Wen, k) and let B = J - A * A
then B satisfies BB' = (n - k - I)In + I . Jm i.e. B is the incidence matrix of
a projective plane of order n - k - 1. So, the existence of W(lll, 100)
would imply the existence of a projective plane of order 10. Thus, the BruckRyser Theorem [5 or 10] on the nonexistence of projective planes of various
orders imply nonexistence for the appropriate Wen, k). However, even when
the projective plane of order (n - k - 1) exists the construction of Wen, k)
remains a formidable task.
We have previously mentioned two conjectures on the nonexistence of
skew-symmetric Wen, k) for various k and n. We repeat these conjectures here
for definiteness.
CONJECTURE I If n == 2(mod 4) and X is a Wen, k) for which X = - X',
then k is a square.
CONJECTURE 2 If n = 4t, t odd and X is a Wen, k) for which X = - Xl,
then k must be a sum of three squares.
As far as conjecture 1 is concerned, we prove more generally
Proposition 24 If n == 2 (mod 4) and X is a skew-symmetric rational matrix
of order n satisfying XX' = kIn' then k = q2 for some rational number q.
If, in addition, k is an integer then k = a2 for some integer "a".
Proof Since XXI = kIn we have det X = (kn)t = k n/2 where nl2 = s is

odd. On the other hand, since X is skew-symmetric, det X = r2 where
r = Pfaffian of X (see [1, pages 141-142]). Thus, r2 = k', and since s is odd,
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k must be a square. To complete the proof we just note that if an integer is
the square of a rational number it is also the square of an integer.
COROLLARY If n == 2(mod 4) and there is an orthogonal design of type
(a, b) in order n then bJa is a square.
Proof We let X be the orthogonal design and write X = xlA l + X2A2'
Then we have shown that AlAi = aIm A2A~ = bIn and AlA~ + A2Ai = O.
Consider the matrices Bl = (lJa)AiAl' B2 = (IJa)AiA 2. Then Bl = In
and BlB~ + B2Bi = 0 and so B2 is skew-symmetric. Furthermore, B 2 B£ =
(bJa)In. Thus by Proposition 24, bJa must be a square.
Example There is no orthogonal design of type (4, 5) or (1, 8) in order
10 and none of type (5,8) in order 14. The first two are clear; to see the result
for (5, 8) we note that! = i~ and 40 is not a square of an integer. Note that
the existence of these designs was not prohibited by the corollary to
Proposition 3.
The proof of Conjecture 2 closely parallels the interesting proof of a
theorem of Raghavarao (our Proposition 3) which was given by van Lint and
Seidel in [13]. We shall make extensive use of the linearity properties of the
Pfaffian and we refer the reader to Artin's monograph [1, p. 141] for the
salient facts about this matrix function. Our original proof has been vastly
improved by the following lemma, which was supplied by N. J. Pullman.
We are very grateful to him for it.

LEMMA If M and A are skew-symmetric matrices of order n and ~ is the set
ofall diagonal matrices oforder n whose diagonal entries are all in {I, - I } then

a)

L

Pf(DMD

+ A)

= 2n - l (Pf(A)

+ Pf(M»)

Dei»
det D= 1

and
b)

L

Pf(DMD

+ A) = 2n - 1(Pf(A)

- Pf(M).

Dei»
detD=-l

Proof Part (b) is equivalent to (a) for if we use (a) with DoM Do instead of
M and det Do = -1 then (b) follows directly from (a); similarly (b) implies
(a). We shall prove (a) by induction on n which we may assume to be even. If
n = 2 then

L

Pf(DMD

+

A) = Pf(IM1

+ A) + Pf«

-I)M( -1)

+

A)

De!»
det D= 1

= 2P f(M

+ A)

= 2(m12

+

a12)

= 2(P f(M) + P f(A)).
Suppose (a) is true for n - 2

~

O. Let Xij denote the matrix obtained from
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X be deleting rows i and j and columns i and j. Note that [DXDb =
DljXljDlj when D is a diagonal matrix dg(dl , d 2, ... , dn).

L

Pf(DMD

+ A)

DE~

det D= I
n

L j=2
L (-1)j(d 1mljdj + alj)Pf(DMD + A)lj

De~

det D= 1
n

=

L

j=2

(-l)j{

L

dldj=l

n

L

j=2

(m lj

+ alj)P f(DMD + A)lj

+

det D= 1

L

2(-1)i{

(m lj + al)Pf(DljMljDlj + Alj)+

det Dlj=l

L

(alj - ml)Pf(DljMljDlj + AI)}

det D1j=-1
n

L 2(-1)j{(ml j + alj) detDlj=1
L Pf(DljMljDlj + AI) +
j=2
L

(al j - ml j )

Pf(DljMljD lj

+ A lj )}

det Dlj=-1
n

L

j=2

2( -1)j{(m 1j + a l )2n- 3 (P f(Al) + P f(M lj»+

n

1

= 2n -

L

j=2

(-1)i«a 1jP f(A l )

= 2n- 1(Pf(A)

+ mljP f(M 1)

+ Pf(M».

1

COROLLARY

a) Pf(A) = rn

L Pf(DM D + A)
DE~

b)Pf(M) =

rn L

(det D)Pf(DMD

+ A).

DE~

COROLLARY

DM D

+A

2 If A or M is nonsingular then there exists a DE!?) for which
is nonsingular.

25 Let X be a rational skew-symmetric matrix of order n = 4s,
s odd and suppose XXI = kIn. Then k = qr + q~ + q~, qi E Q. If, in addition
k EZ then ql' q2, q3 may also be chosen in Z.

PROPOSITION
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Proof Our proof is by induction on s. If s = 1, then
X

[-~l ~1

=

-X2

-X4

;: ;:j
0

X6

0
and if xxt = k/4' then k = XI + x~ + X~, Xi E Q, proving the first assertion
of the Proposition. Now, if k E Z then by the theorem of Cassels-Davenport
[see 11, p. 46] we obtain k = a2 + b 2 + c2 for three integers a, b, c.
So, we now assume s odd, s > 1. By the theorem of Lagrange we may
certainly write
k = kI + k~ + k~ + k~, where k i E Q.
Let
-X3

-Xs

-X6

and let

M=

[_~t ~J.

Then, M has order 8, M = _Mt and MMt = kIg • Furthermore, if D is any
diagonal matrix of order 8, with diagonal entries ± 1, then M = DMD is
still skew-symmetric, has order 8 and satisfies MMt = kIg • We partition the matrix X =

[~ ~J where A has order 8 and note that

A is skew-symmetric. Thus, since M and A are skew-symmetric and M is
nonsingular there is, by Corollary 2 above, a diagonal matrix D E f0 such
that DMD + A is nonsingular. (For convenience we shall still refer to
DMD as M).
Now, let P = D - C(M + At! B. Clearly P is a matrix of order n - 8
and one checks easily that P is skew-symmetric. We further claim that
ppt = kIn_so This is easily verified by calculating the following matrix
product in two ways:
If N = M + A, consider
[_Bt(Nttl

/In-8{~: ;:][~ ~J[ -r~glBJ

first by grouping the product as (ST)(UV) and then as S(TU)V.
Thus, the induction hypothesis may be applied to P to complete the proof.
COROLLARY If there is an orthogonal design of type (a, b) in order n = 4s,
s odd, then bJa is a sum of ~ 3 squares of rational numbers.

Proof Exactly the same as the proof of the Corollary to Proposition 24.
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Example There is no orthogonal design of type (1, 7), (4, 7) or (3,5) in
order 12. It is well known that 7 is not the sum of three integer squares.
Now i = :!if- and 15 is not the sum of three integer squares and so i is not
the sum of three rational squares.

5. SOME CALCULATIONS
If n == 1 or 3 (mod 4)

n = 5 By Proposition 23 no weighing matrix exists (except for weight 1
which we will consistently ignore).
n = 7 The only possibility is a W(7, 4). The row [- + + 0 + 0 0]
generates a circulant W(7, 4), which we will call A. J - A * A is the incidence
matrix of the projective plane of order 2.

n = 9 The only possibility is a W(9, 4). A tedious, but not difficult, check
on what the upper left hand corner of such a matrix must be, shows that
W(9, 4) does not exist.
n = 11

Weight 9 is precluded by Proposition 23, so we need only discover a
W(ll, 4). If A is a W(7, 4) and H4 an Hadamard matrix of order 4 then
A EB H4 is a Well, 4).

n = 13 The possible weights are 4 and 9. We have already exhibited a
W(13, 9). In [14] a W(6, 4) was found, so W(6,4) E9 W(7,4) = W(13,4).

We mention, that W(n,4) exists for all n ~ 4 except for n = 5, 9. The
proof of this follows readily from the fact that if two integers are relatively
prime then eventually every integer can be expressed as a positive linear
combination of these two integers. Thus, from the existence of W(4,4),
W(6,4) and W(7,4) we assert that the "eventually" we mentioned occurs
when n = 10. Hence by taking the appropriate direct sums of W(4,4),
W(6, 4) and W(7, 4) we get W(n, 4) for all n ~ 10. In fact, if k = 4' then
there exists N such that for all n ~ N Wen, k) exists. We suspect this may be
true for any square weight. We have exhibited a W(13, 9) and in [14] or [4] a
W(l0,9), W(12, 9) and W(16, 9) are constructed and so W(n,9) exists for
n ~ 32. So, our remarks above apply equally well to powers of 9. It would
be interesting to have least upper bounds in these cases also, as we had for 4.

n == 2 (mod 4) .
In this case pen) = 2 and so we will consider the existence of designs on
variables.
20

~2
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n = 2 All designs exist.
= 6 By Proposition 3 an orthogonal design of type (s) or of type (Sl' S2)
can exist only if s, Sl' S2, Sl + S2 are each a sum of less than or equal to two
squares. The numbers less than or equal to 6 that are the sum of ~2 squares
are 1,2,4,5.

n

By the corollary to Proposition 3 the only designs on two variables that
might exist are types (1, 1), (1, 4) and (2, 2). Using Proposition 9, we have
1st row of B

1st row of A

(type)
(1, 1)
(2,2)
(1,4)

Xl

0

0

X2

0
0

X2

Xl

X2

-Xl

Xl

X2

-X2

0

0
0
Xz

Xz

Now, by setting the variables in these designs equal to one or zero, we
obtain W(6, k) for k = 1,2,4,5.
Thus, for n = 6, Proposition 3 gives necessary and sufficient conditions
for existence.
10 Proposition 3 eliminates many 2-tuples (Sl' sz) (Sl ~ Sz, Sl + Sz
10) as the type of an orthogonal design of order 10. The 2-tuples (1, 8) and
(4, 5) are eliminated by the corollary to Proposition 24. The remaining are
the types of an orthogonal design and can be constructed using Proposition 9,
viz.

n =

~

(type)

1st row of B

1st row of A

(1, 1)

Xl

(1,4)
(2,2)
(4,4)

0

0
0

0

0

X2

X2

Xl

X2

0

0

0

Xl

X2

-X2

0
0

0

Xl
X2

-Xl

0

0

0
0
0

X2

X2

-Xl

0
0
0

X2

Xl

0

Xl

0

X 2 -Xz

The numbers ~ 10 that are the sum of ~2 squares are 1,2,4,5,8,9.
The designs above give W(lO, k) for k = 1,2,4, 5, 8. We obtain a W(lO, 9)
by using Proposition 9 and
1st row of A

(type)
(9)

1

-1

-1

-1

1st row of B

o

-1

-1

-1

1

Thus, Proposition 3 and the corollary to Proposition 24 give necessary and
sufficient conditions for the existence of orthogonal designs of order 10.

n = 14 Again, Proposition 3 and the corollary to Proposition 24 exclude
many 2-tuples

(st> sz)

(where 0 <

Sl ~ SZ, Sl

+ Sz

~

14) as the types of
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orthogonal designs of order 14. The tuple (4,9) is not excluded and we
cannot decide if it is the type of an orthogonal designs of order 14. All the
other 2-tuples are the types of orthogonal designs. We use Proposition 9, and
(type)
(1,1)
(1,4)

(1,9)
(2,2)
(2,8)
(4,4)
(5,5)

1st row of B

1st row of A
Xl
Xl
Xl
Xl

0
0

0
0

0

0

X2 -X2

X2

X2 -X2

X2

0

-X2

X2

Xl

Xl

X2
X2 -X2

-X2

X2

X2

0
0

X2

0
X2

0
0
0
0

X2

0
0

0
0

0
0

0

0

X2

X2

X2

0
0

Xl

-X2

X2

X2

0
0
0

0
0

Xl -Xl
-Xl
Xl

X2

X2

X2 -X2 -X2

0

Xl

0
0

0
0

0

X2

Xl -X2

0

Xl -X2

X2
X2

Xl

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

0
0

0
0

o -Xl

The numbers ~ 14 that are the sum of ~2 squares are 1, 2, 4,5,8,9, 10, 13.
The designs above give W(I4, k) for k = 1,2,4,5,8,9, 10. A W(14, 13) is
given in [14], thus the necessary condition given in Proposition 3, for the
existence of a weighing matrix, is also sufficient for n = 14.
n

== 0 (mod 4)

We shall first consider n

= 21, t

:;?:

2.

n = 4, 8 is covered by Corollary 1 to Lemma 4.

n = 16 Now p(16) = 9 and we must consider designs on

~9

letters.

In [4] it was shown that if n = 21 then there exist Wen, k) for all k ~ n.
Thus we shall not make any further remarks about designs on one variable.
From Theorem 17 we conclude that designs of type (1, s) exist when n = 21
and s < n.
To obtain the other designs on two variables and of order 16 we use
Proposition 6 and the corollary to it. We note that there is an orthogonal
design of type (1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1) and order 8. This gives orthogonal
designs of order 16 and type (el' e2, ... , e8) where ei = 1,2. Setting the
variables in these designs equal to each other, or to zero we obtain (as the
reader can easily check) 61 of the 64 possible designs on two variables in
order 16. The remaining designs are of type (3,13), (5, 11) and (7, 9).
Now, using Corollary 1 to Proposition 7 and the fact that there are
amicable Hadamard matrices of order 4 we obtain an orthogonal design of
order 16 and type (1,3,4,4,4). Thus by setting the variables in this design
equal to each other, as necessary, we recover designs of type (3, 13), (5, 11)
and (7,9). Thus all orthogonal designs of order 16 on two variables exist.
We now consider designs on three variables. By using Proposition 6, as we
did above, we obtain all but 23 of the 123 possible designs on 3 variables.
The missing 23 are the following types
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(1, 3, 12) *
(1,4, 11) *
(1, 5, 9)
(1, 5, 10) *
(3,4,9) *
(3, 5, 7)
(3, 5, 8) *
(3,6,7) *

(1, 1, 13)
(1, I, 14) *
(1,2, 13) *
(1,3,11)
(2,5,9) *
(2, 7, 7) *
(3,3,9)
(3,3, 10) *

(1,6,9)*
(1, 7, 7)
(1, 7, 8)

*

(2,3, 11) *
(4,5, 7) *
(5,5,5)
(5,5,6) *

Using Corollary 1 to Proposition 7 we obtain an orthogonal design of
order 16 and type (1, 1, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2), since there are amicable Hadamard
matrices of order 2. By setting some of the variables in this design equal to
each other or to zero we obtain all those designs on three letters marked by *.
Now use Construction 19 and the fact that there are amicable Hadamard
matrices of order 4 to obtain an orthogonal design of type (1, 1, 1, 3, 3, 3, 4).
If we use Construction 21 (VI) we obtain an orthogonal design of order 16
and type (1, I, 1,2,3,3,4). Thus all 3-tuples (S1' S2, S3) (I ,,;; S1 ,,;; S2 ,,;; S3'
S1 + S2 + S3 ,,;; 16) are the types of orthogonal designs of order 16.
We next proceed to designs on four variables. Again, the use of Proposition
6 gives many of these designs, i.e. of the 155 possible 4-tuples (S1' S2, S3' S4)
(~t=1 Si ,,;; 16, 1 ,,;; S1 ,,;; S2 ,,;; S3 ,,;; S4) all but 51 are obtained as orthogonal
designs by Proposition 6. The orthogonal designs (I, 1, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2),
(1,1, 1,3,3,3,4) and (1, 1, 1,2,3,3,4) that we have already obtained give
many of these 51. The designs not yet obtained are
(1, 1, 1, 11)

and

(1, 5, 5, 5)

If we let

P~Q~R~[

+ +
0 +
0

+

~l

and

H~ [~

+
0
0

0
0

~l

in Construction 19 we obtain an orthogonal design of type (1, 1, 1, 2, 3, 3, 3)
and order 16. This gives an orthogonal design of type (1, 1, 1, 11) and order
16. We have been unable to construct an orthogonal design of order 16 and
type (1, 5, 5, 5).
We now consider designs on five variables. A tabulation shows that there
are 149 possible 5-tuples, (S1' S2, S3' S4' S5) where ~r=1 Si ,,;; 16 and
1 ,,;; S1 ,,;; S2 ,,;; S3 ,,;; S4 ,,;; S5' This time Proposition 6 gives only 68 of these
tuples as the type of an orthogonal design. However, the designs (1, 1,2,2,
2,2,2,2,2), (1, 1, 1,3,3,3,4), (1, 1, 1,2,3,3,3) and (1, 1, 1,2,3,3,4) give
all but the following 16:
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(1, 1, 1, 1, 9)

(1,
(1,
(1,
(1,
(1,

1, 1, 1, 10)

(vi)
(vi)

(1, 1, 1, 5, 5) (vi)
(1,1,1,5,8)
(1,1,2,2,9)
(1, 1, 2, 3, 9) (vi)
(1, 1,2,5,5) (vi)
(1, 1,2,5, 7)

1, 1, 1, 11)

1, 1, 1, 12)
1, 1,2, 11)
1, 1,4, 7)

(vi)

(1, 1, 4, 5, 5)
(1,2,2, 5, 5)
(1,2,3,5,5)
(3, 3, 3, 3, 3) (vi)

Use Construction 21 (V) to obtain (1, 1, 1, 1, 3, 3, 4) and (1, 1, 1, 1, 1,3,4);
Construction 21 (III) to obtain (1, 1, 1, 1,3, 3, 3) and (1, 1, 1, 1, 1,3,3) and
Construction 21 (IV) to obtain (1, 1, 1,2,2, 3, 3).
If we let

0
P=Q=R= [-

++
+ +j
- ,
0
-

0

+

+

-

0

+
+ +j
- +
0-+
0

+ 0

0

we obtain (from Construction 19) type (1, 1, 1, 3, 3, 3, 3). Also, using
Construction 21 (VI) we obtain (1, 1, 1,2,2,3,4).
Now use Construction 22 (II) and the design (1, 3) in order 4 to obtain
(1, 1,2,3, 3, 6).
The designs that can be obtained from the constructions above have been
marked with a (vi). We have been unable to decide if the 9 remaining tuples
are the types of orthogonal designs.
Our results get markedly worse here. Of the 125 6-tuples that might be the
types of orthogonal designs we can construct only 88. For the reader's
information we list the 37 6-tuples for which the situation is undecided
1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 8
1, 1, 1, 1, 1,9
1,1,1,1,1,10
1,1,1,1,1,11
1, 1, 1, 1, 2, 7
I, 1, 1, 1, 2, 8
1, 1, 1, 1, 2, 9
1, 1, 1, 1, 2, 10
1, 1, 1, 1, 3, 8
1, 1, 1, 1, 3, 9
1, 1, 1, 1, 4, 5
1, 1, 1, 1, 4, 7
1, 1, 1, 1, 4, 8

1, 1, 1, 1, 5, 5
1, 1, 1, 1, 5, 6
1, 1, 1, 1, 5, 7
1, 1, 1, 1, 6, 6
1, 1, 1, 2, 2, 8
1, 1, 1,2,2,9
1, 1, 1, 2, 3, 8
1, 1, 1,2,4, 7
1, 1, 1,2, 5, 5
1, 1, 1,2,5,6
1, 1, 1, 3, 5, 5
1, 1, 1, 4, 4, 4
1, 1, 1,4,4, 5

1, 1, 2, 2, 2, 7
1, 1, 2, 2, 3, 6
1,1,2,2,3,7
1, 1, 2, 2, 4, 5
1,1,2,2,5,5
1,1,2,3,4,5
1,2,2,2,3, 5
1,2,2,3,3,5
1,3,3,3,3, 3
2, 2, 2, 3, 3, 3
2, 2, 3, 3, 3, 3

Of the 94 possible 7-tup1es we can only prove that 37 are the types of
orthogonal designs. (We have indicated these constructions above.) Again,
for the reader's benefit we list the undecided tuples.
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1,1,1,1,1,1,5
1,1,1,1,1,3,5
1, 1, 1, 1, 2, 2, 6
1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 6
1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 3, 6
1, 1, 1, 1, 2, 2, 7
1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 7
1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 3, 7
1, 1, 1, 1, 2, 2, 8
1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 8
1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 3, 8
1, 1, 1, 1, 2, 3, 3
1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 9
1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 4, 4
1, 1, 1, 1, 2, 3, 4
1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 10
1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 4, 5
1, 1, 1, 1, 2, 3, 5
1, 1, 1, 1, 2, 3, 6
1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 2, 5
1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 4, 6
1, 1, 1, 1, 1,2,6
1, 1, 1, 1, 1,4, 7
1, 1, 1, 1, 2, 3, 7
1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 2, 7
1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 5, 5
1, 1, 1, 1, 2, 4, 4
1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 2, 8
1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 5, 6
1, 1, 1, 1, 2, 4, 5
1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 2, 9
1, 1, 1, 1, 2, 2, 5
1, 1, 1, 1,2,4,6
1, 1,2,2,2,3, 5
1, 1, 1, 1,2,5, 5
1, 1, 1,2,2,3, 5
1,1,1,1,3,3,5
1,1,1,2,2,3,6
1, 1,2,2,3,3, 3
1, 1,2,2,3, 3,4
1,1,1,1,3,3,6
1,1,1,2,2,4,4
1, 1, 1, 1, 3, 4, 4
1, 1, 1, 2, 2, 4, 5
1,1,2,3,3,3,3
1,1,1,1,3,4,5
1,1,1,2,3,3,5
1,2,2,2,2, 3, 3
1,1,1,1,4,4,4
1,1,2,2,2,2,5
1,2,2,2,3, 3, 3
1, 1, 1, 2, 2, 2, 5
1, 1, 1, 2, 3, 4, 4
1, 1, 1,2,2,2,6
1, 1,2,2,2, 3, 3
1, 1, 1,2,2,2, 7
1, 1,2,2,2,3,4
Of the 67 8-tuples that might be the types of orthogonal designs we can
only prove that 11 are. The orthogonal designs on eight variables that we
know are
1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1
1, 1, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2
1, 1, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 4
1, 1, 1, 1. 1, 1, 1,2
1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 2, 2
1, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2
1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 2, 2, 2
1, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 3
1, 1, 1, 1, 2, 2, 2, 2
2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2
1, 1, 1, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2
Of the 45 possible 9-tuples that might be the types of orthogonal designs
we can only verify that two are! These two are
1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,
1, 1, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2.
n = 32 While our methods give many designs in order 32 we have not yet
calculated exactly which designs are missing as so much more work has yet
to be done in deciding exactly what is happening in order 16.

n == 0 (mod 4), n =F 2t
n = 12 In this case pen) = 4, so we need only consider designs on ~4
variables. We note that of all the numbers ~ 12, seven is the only one which
is not the sum of ~ 3 squares.
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one variable In [14] it was shown that a W(12, k) exists for every k
Thus, all designs on one variable exist.

~

12.

We next consider designs on four variables. There are 53 four-tuples
where ~Si ~ 12, 1 ~ Sl ~ S2 ~ S3 ~ S4' Of these, 32 are
eliminated (by Proposition 24 and its corollary) as being the possible types of
an orthogonal design of order 12. Of the 21 remaining we can construct the
following by using Theorem 13:
(Sl' S2, S3' S4)

(type)

(1, 1, 1, 1)
(1, 1, 1,4)
(1, 1, 1,9)
(1, 1,2,2)
(1, 1,2,8)
(1,1,4,4)
(1, 1,5,5)
(1,2,2,4)
(1,2,3,6)
(2,2,2,2)
(2,2,4,4)

1st row of A

Xl

0
0

Xl
Xl

Xl

0
0

1st row of B

X2

0
0

X4 -X4

X2

0

X2

0

X2

1st row of C

0
0

X3

0

X3

X4 -X4

X4 -X4

X3

X4 -X4

0

X3

X4

0

0
0

Xl

X4 -X4

X2

X4 -X4

X3

Xl

X3 -X3

0

X2

X4
X4
X4 -X4

Xl

X3 -X3

X2

X3
X3
X4 -X4

X3

X4

Xl

X4 -X4

0

X4

X4

X2
X3
X3 -X4

0

X3

Xl

X4 -X4

Xl

X2

0

X3
X4
Xl -X2

Xl

X3

X4

Xl

X4

-X4 -X3

X2

X4

1st row of D
X4

0

0

0

X4

X4

X4
X4
X3 -X4
-X3
X4

0

X4

-X4

X4

0
X4
X4
X3

0

X3
X2 -X3

X2

X3 -X2 -X4

0
X4
X3 -X4

0

X3 -X4

0

X2 -X3

X4

In addition the Baumert-Hall array of order 12 gives type (3, 3, 3, 3).
For the reader's convenience we list those 4-tuples for which we have been
unable to decide if an orthogonal design of that type exists.
(1,1,1,2)
(1,1,1,3)
(1,1,1,8)

(1, 1,2,3)
(1,2,2,2)
(1,3,3,3)

(2,2,2,3)
(2,2,2,4)
(2,2,2,6)

We now consider designs on three variables. There are 53 three-tuples
where Sl ~ S2 ~ S3 and ~f=l Si ~ 12. We eliminate 16, because
of Proposition 24 and its corollary. Many of the remaining 37 result from
setting some of the variables in the designs on four variables we have found
above equal to each other or to zero. In fact, the only orthogonal designs on
three variables that we know exist arise in this fashion.
Again, for the reader's convenience we list all those three-tuples which we
cannot prove correspond to the type of an orthogonal design.
(Sl' Sb S3)

(1, 1,3)
(1,3,3)
(2,2,3)

(2,2,6)
(3,3,4)

There are 36 two-tuples (Sl' S2) where Sl + S2 ~ 12, 1 ~ Sl ~ S2' Of
these, 3 cannot be the types of an orthogonal design, in view of Proposition 24
and its corollary.
We can easily obtain the remaining 33 by setting the variables in the
designs above equal to each other or to O. Thus, Proposition 24 and its
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corollary give necessary and sufficient conditions for the existence of designs
on two variables in order 12.
Although our methods give many designs in order 20 we have not made
such extensive calculations there.
We would no~ like to briefly indicate how some of the results we have
obtained can be used in studying weighing matrices. It was conjectured in
[14] that if n == (mod 4) then there is a Wen, k) for every k ~ 11. The first
value of n for which this is not settled is n = 36. The missing weights there
are k = 23,24,26,28,29,30, 3l.
We have constructed an orthogonal design of order 12 and type (2, 5, 5)
on the variables Xl' X2, X3' Let Xl = /3'

°

X,

~ [! ~

il

and

x,

l

~ [~

The resulting matrix is a W(36, 26), as can be easily checked.
We have observed that there is an orthogonal design of order 12 and type
(6, 6). If in this design we let

x,

~ [I ~ iJ

and

x,

~ [~ :J

we obtain a W(36, 30). On the other hand, if we let

x,

n i]

~ ~

and x,

~ [~ ~ ~l

we obtain a W(32, 24).
We have also found an orthogonal design of order 12 and type (1, 5, 6) on
the variables Xl' X2, X3' If we let

°,

0 1 -]
1 -

X2

=

X2

=

- 1 1]
[

1 - 1 ,
1 1 -

X3

=

0 °1 1]
[ °

X3

=

01 °1 11] .
[1 1 °

1
1 ,
1 1
then it can be easily checked that the resulting matrix is a W(36, 29).
From the orthogonal design of order 12 and type (2, 4, 6) on the variables
Xl' X2, X3 we obtain a W(36, 28) by letting
Xl

=

[

-°
0

Xl

=

[

1

°,

1 -]

1 -

-°1

- 1 1]
[

1 - 1 ,
1 1 -

Thus, the only W(36, k) yet to be found are for k = 23, 3l.
We mention, without proof, that the circulant W(13, 9) that we have
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found may be used with the results of [14] to obtain a W(26, 18) and a
W(26, 20). These, in turn, will yield a W(52, 36) and a W(52,43).

6. SOME OPEN QUESTIONS AND PROBLEMS
a) If n = 4t, t odd, the only designs of type (1,1,1, s) that we have found
have s = a2 from some integer a. We conjecture that this is always the case.
b) We suspect that if n = 4t, t odd, then any design of type (a, a, iI, x)
must have (x/a) = S2, SEQ.
c) If n == 0 (mod 4), n #- 4t, todd, (t > 1), find some condition which
says that there is a design on ~ p(n) variables which is impossible to construct.
(i.e. a theorem like our Proposition 25).
d) More modestly, show that one of the designs of order 16, that we have
been unable to find, is impossible.
e) If n = 4t, t odd, the only designs that we have been able to find of type
(1, 1, s) have s = a 2 + b 2 • We conjecture that this is always the case. More
generally, if n = 4t, t odd then a design of type (a, a, x) will exist if and only
if x/a =
+ q~, qi E Q.
f) Find families of "Williamson-type" matrices to use in these designs to
construct new weighing matrices and new Hadamard matrices.
g) Show that the only n == 0 (mod 4) for which every possible p(n)-tuple
is the type of an orthogonal design is n = 1,2,4,8. (Many of our previous
questions would be answered by answering this one.)
h) We have shown that there is a Wen, 4), for all n ~ 10 and a Wen, 9) for
all n ~ 32. Find the least integer~N such that a Wen, 9) exists for all n ~ N.
Obtain similar results for Wen, S2) by finding odd n's for which Wen, S2)
exists. As a first step, find a W(31, 25).
i) Find other pairs of orthogonal designs of order 4 (or tuples of designs of
order 8) which, pairwise, satisfy the matrix equation Xyt = YX t (see
Construction 22).

qr

Note added in proof
Since the submission of this paper there has been considerable progress on the problems
mentioned in Section 6. The interested reader is referred to the following papers and their
bibliographies.
1. A. V. Geramita and J. S. Wallis, A Survey of Orthogonal Designs, Proc. Fourth Manitoba
Conference on Numerical Math., 1974, pp. 121-168 (Congressus Numerantium XII,
University of Manitoba, Winnipeg).
2. A. V. Geramita and J. S. Wallis, Orthogonal Designs IV; Existence Questions; J. Comb.
Th., Ser. A., Vol. 19, No.1, July 1975.
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3. A. V. Geramita and J. Verner, Orthogonal Designs with Zero Diagonal, (to appear),
Canad. J. Math.
4. Warren W. Wolfe, Clifford Algebras and Amicable Orthogonal Designs (Queen's
Univ. Math. Preprint No. 1974-22).
5. Warren W. Wolfe, Rational Quadratic Forms and Orthogonal Designs (Queen's Univ.
Math. Preprint No. 1975-22).
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